
Experimental Evidence for a
Semantic Account of Free Choice

1 Introduction

Unlike plain disjunctive statements, modalized
disjunctions such as (1) often lead to the infer-
ence that each disjunct is true: from an utterance
of (1), one may conclude both that Mary may have
a burger and that she may have steak.
(1) Mary may have a burger or (she may have)

a steak.
This phenomenon is called Free Choice (FC) (Von
Wright, 1968; Kamp, 1973). Since such readings
are not predicted by classical analyses of disjunc-
tion and modality, the first task for a theory of FC
is to explain why they are possible at all. Further-
more, there seem to be restrictions on their avail-
ability, which also call for an explanation. First,
FC readings are sometimes unavailable in contexts
where the speaker has limited knowledge about
each disjunct. For example, if (1) is followed by
“I forgot which”, it would not receive a FC inter-
pretation (Zimmerman, 2000). We call this fac-
tor Speaker Knowledge and we define a knowl-
edgeable speaker (KS) as a speaker who knows
whether each individual disjunct is true or false.
The second fact that a theory of FC must explain
is that the availability of a FC reading seems to
be dependent on the scope of disjunction relative
to the modal. For example, a narrow scope (NS)
disjunction as in (2a) yields a FC reading, while a
wide scope (WS) disjunction as in (2b) has been
argued not to (Fox, 2007).
(2) a. Mary may either have ice-cream or

cake.
b. Either Mary may have ice-cream or

she may have cake.
Analyses of FC come in two varieties. Seman-
tic approaches analyze FC effects using novel de-
notations for modals or disjunction (Zimmerman,
2000), while pragmatic approaches treat FC inter-
pretations as implicatures (Kratzer & Shimoyama,
2002). In this paper, we test the predictions of

analyses from each camp.

Aloni (2016): This semantic account of FC
draws on nonstandard logics (Hawke & Steinert-
Threlkeld, 2016). Propositions are evaluated
against a state s (non-empty set of worlds, repre-
senting an agent’s knowledge) instead of a single
world w. A disjunction φ ∨ψ is supported by s
iff s is divisible into two potentially overlapping
substates, each of which supports one of the dis-
juncts. A modal statement �φ is supported at s iff
φ is supported by each state created by taking the
intersection of the informational content of φ and
the worlds accessible from some w ∈ s.

This account improves on Zimmerman’s in that
it can derive FC for NS disjunction. It predicts that
the availability of FC readings depends on an inter-
action between scope and the indisputability of the
accessibility relation. For deontic modals, indis-
putability corresponds to the pretheoretic notion of
KS discussed above. Concretely, only WS modal-
ized disjunctions in NON-KS contexts would lack
a FC reading.

Fox (2007): This approach derives FC as a
Scalar Implicature (SI) using a contradiction-free
version of the exhaustivity operator introduced by
Chierchia, 2004 which applies recursively to the
set of alternatives for disjunction suggested by
Sauerland, 2004. Applying the exh operator to
(2a) with the set of alternatives in (3b) only yields
an implicature that Mary can’t have both foods
at the same time, together with ignorance as to
which one she can actually have. This uncertainty
reading may seem implausible if the hearer knows
that the speaker is knowledgeable. She may then
reparse the utterance to derive a FC reading in-
stead, by applying exh recursively, yielding the
new set of alternatives C′ (as shown in (3c)). Un-
like C, all alternatives in C′ can be negated without
contradiction, and provide the FC interpretation in
(4).



(3) a. �(p∨q)
b. C = {�p, �q, �(p∧q) }
c. C′= {exhC[�p], exhC[�q], exhC[�(p∧q)] }

= {(�p∧¬�q),(�q∧¬� p),�(p∧q)}
(4) �(p∨q)∧¬(�p∧¬�q)∧¬(�q∧¬� p)∧¬� (p∧q) |= (�p∧�q)

In this pragmatic account, the opinionatedness
of the speaker determines whether an uncertainty
or a FC interpretation arises. This essentially
amounts to our Speaker Knowledge factor. In-
terestingly, this analysis does not extend to wide-
scope disjunctions, which always receive uncer-
tainty readings. Fox, 2007 argues that this is a
good prediction because explicit wide-scope dis-
junctions do not seem to give rise to FC readings.

1.1 Summary

The predictions of Aloni, 2016 and Fox, 2007 are
summarized in Table 1. The goal of our experi-
ments was to test these competing predictions.

non-KS KS
NS WS NS WS

Aloni, 2016 ×
Fox, 2007 × × ×

Table 1: Availability of FC readings in each con-
figuration according to each theory

2 Experiment 1

2.1 Design

Our first experiment took the form of a pragmatic
acceptability judgment task. At the beginning of
the experiment, participants were shown a back-
ground story about a character named Danny; ex-
perimental items consisted of a context and a sen-
tence. Participants were asked “Could Danny say
that?” and responded using a 5-point Likert scale
from “Not at all” to “Definitely”. The two fac-
tors of Table 1 were manipulated within-subject.
The context determined whether the speaker was
knowledgeable or not (KS vs. nKS) and the ut-
terance could involve narrow-scope or wide-scope
disjunction (NS vs. WS).
(5) a. nKS: Danny only knows that Mary is

not a 3rd grader.
b. KS1: Danny knows exactly which

grade Mary is in.

c. KS2: Mary is not a 3rd grader and
Danny knows whether Mary is a 1st
or a 2nd grader.

(6) a. NS: Mary can have either a pizza or a
hamburger.

b. WS: Either Mary can have a pizza or
she can have a hamburger.

Fox, 2007, and more recently in Meyer and Sauer-
land, 2016, discuss the possibility that WS be
reinterpreted as NS via across-the-board move-
ment (Larson, 1985). To enforce the desired
scope, we used the word ‘either’, which is known
to block such reinterpretation.

To manipulate whether the context was KS or
nKS, we created a background story where Danny
is a cook working at an elementary school which
has strict rules about what students can have for
lunch. First graders can only have a pizza, sec-
ond graders can only have hamburgers, but third
graders can choose between the two foods. There-
fore, knowing what a child may have for lunch
amounts to knowing which grade they are in. This
allowed us to manipulate Danny’s knowledge re-
garding modal statements simply by manipulating
his knowledge of which grade children are in, as
illustrated in (5).

In each context, the choice of a reading (FC or
uncertainty) affected the truth value of the sen-
tence, and thus its expected rating. In the nKS
context, the target sentences are plain false under
a FC reading, and true under a non-FC reading. In
particular, the primary implicatures of the non-FC
reading are satisfied. To test for FC reading, we
thus simply had to compare the target sentences to
unambiguously true control sentences. To keep the
comparison as minimal as possible, we used plain
disjunctive statements in context (7a). The word
either could appear either low (8a) or high (8b),
mimicking the NS/WS contrast (although there
was nothing to scope over).

In KS contexts, the ignorance implicatures of
the non-FC reading are always violated. This
means that comparing a target sentence to a base-



line could only lead to a contrast between a prag-
matic violation and either a clear true or a clear
false case. The solution we adopted was to use
two contexts. In (5b), the target sentences are true
under a FC reading (one would need to assume
that Mary is a 3rd grader) and true but under-
informative otherwise (henceforth u.i.). In (5c),
the target sentences are false under a FC reading,
and u.i. otherwise. Therefore, under a FC read-
ing, the target sentences should receive maximally
different ratings (plain true in KS1, plain false in
KS2), but without a FC reading both sentences
should receive the same, intermediate rating (cor-
responding to a u.i. sentence). As an added con-
trol, and to counterbalance for the fact that the sen-
tences (8) would always be true otherwise, we cre-
ated UI controls by combining them with context
(7b).
(7) a. TRUE (=nKS): Danny only knows

that Mary is not a 1st grader.
b. UI: Danny knows that Mary is a 3rd

grader.

(8) a. NS: Mary is either a 2nd grader or a
3rd grader.

b. WS: Either Mary is a 2nd grader or
she is a 3rd grader.

In short, our design allowed us to have a diag-
nosis for FC readings in KS and nKS contexts,
and in both cases FC was indicated by a maxi-
mal difference between two conditions, while the
absence of a FC reading was indicated by equal
(un)acceptability of the two conditions. This is il-
lustrated in Table 2.

We also included true and false fillers, which
did not involve any modal or disjunction, and four
training items with feedback right after the instruc-
tions. Each target condition and disjunctive con-
trol was repeated eight times, and each filler four
times, for a total of 88 items. Fifty participants
were recruited on MTurk; five were removed be-
cause of high error rates, and one for not reporting
English as their native language.

2.2 Results

The data is presented in Figure 1a. After nor-
malization, responses were analyzed with lin-
ear mixed-effects models following the procedure
suggested in Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, and Baayen,
2015 regarding the random effects structure.

We first ran the planned analysis on the data
from nKS targets, Disjunction true controls and

the two types of KS targets. We coded a factor
FreeChoice such that an increment of 1 would al-
ways represent the difference between a pure FC
reading and a pure uncertainty reading, as shown
in Table 2. The two other factors, Scope and
Speaker Knowledge received a treatment coding
with KS and NS as baselines.

This analysis showed a significant interac-
tion between Scope and FreeChoice (β = −.18,
χ2(1) = 10, p = .002) and between Speaker
Knowledge and FreeChoice (β = .30,χ2(1) =
4.8, p = .028). The triple interaction was not sig-
nificant (β =−0.07,χ2(1) = .7, p = .42). A very
puzzling fact however, is that we observed more
FC readings in the nKS conditions than in the KS
ones.

Since no theory predicts an effect in this direc-
tion, it suggests that the items we used in the KS
context may have been less powerful at detecting
FC choice readings. The KS target conditions are
arguably difficult, as they require several steps of
reasoning, and it may be that intermediate values
reflect a difficulty in judging the sentence, rather
than the realization that they are u.i. (our diagno-
sis for an uncertainty reading). This is partly con-
firmed by the fact that UI disjunction controls re-
ceived much lower ratings than the KS2 condition,
although the former is only u.i. while the second
is possibly ambiguous between an u.i. reading and
a false one. We further tested the correlation be-
tween the average responses of each participant to
the two types of KS targets. While we expected
a negative correlation (both are u.i. without the
FC reading, but KS1 becomes true and KS2 false
if FC is derived), we actually observed a positive
correlation (β = .26, t = 2.1, p = .04).

Given these results, we decided to run, as a post-
hoc analysis, a model in which we replaced the
problematic KS2 condition with the UI disjunctive
control. This would make the comparison between
KS and NON-KS more minimal, and since the UI
controls turned out to be very close to minimal ac-
ceptability, a FC reading would still correspond
to a maximal difference. This analysis showed
no interaction between FreeChoice and Speaker
Knowledge (β =−.17,χ2(1) = 2.3, p = .13), and
only a trend for an interaction between FreeChoice
and Scope (β = −.04,χ2(1) = 3.6, p = .06), but
revealed a significant negative triple interaction
between FreeChoice, Scope and Speaker Knowl-
edge (β = −.20,χ2(1) = 6.6, p = .01). This



nKS KS1 KS2 UI
target disj. ctrl target target disj. ctrl

Truth value under FC reading: false
(true)

true false
(u.i.)

Truth value without FC reading: true u.i. u.i.
Value of the FC factor −0.5 0.5 0.5 −0.5 −0.5?

used in statistical analyses

Table 2: Predicted truth value for each condition in Experiment 1 and definition of the factor used to
detect FC readings in analyses. The idea was to compare two conditions which would be maximally
distinct under a FC reading but equally acceptable otherwise. UI disjunction controls were only used in
post-hoc analyses.

means that scope had a relatively small effect in
KS contexts, but a significant one in nKS context.
More precisely, the computed rates of FC were
similar in WS KS, NS KS and NS nKS, but were
reduced for WS nKS items. In Experiment 2, we
improve on the design by simplifying the task, and
replicate the result of this post-hoc analysis.

3 Experiment 2

3.1 Method

The design of Experiment 2 was substantially sim-
ilar to that of Experiment 1, but we managed to
simplify some key aspects. First, we made the par-
ticipant the potential speaker, instead of the cook.
This way, they only had to reason about their own
knowledge, which was again manipulated by the
context we gave them.Given the results of the pre-
vious experiment on u.i conditions, we decided to
go on with a direct comparison and remove the
second KS target. In the remaining KS condition,
the context given to participants simply told them
which grade the child was in. In the nKS con-
dition, participants were provided partial informa-
tion about which grade the child was in:

(9) a. KS: Mary is a 3rd grader.
b. nKS: We only know that Mary is not

a 3rd grader

This experiment included the previous u.i.ȧnd true
disjunction controls (which were used as baselines
for the KS and nKS targets, respectively), as well
as a new false disjunction control, where the dis-
junctive statement was literally false. The number
of repetitions for targets and controls was reduced
to seven per condition to allow for more fillers (28
in total). The total number of items was thus 98,
plus four training items. Fifty participants were
recruited on MTurk; six were removed because of
high error rates.

3.2 Results

The results for the relevant conditions are pre-
sented in Figure 1b. We ran an analysis similar
to the post-hoc analysis of Experiment 1. We used
the same sum-coded factor FreeChoice described
in Table 2 (the only KS target left being equiva-
lent to KS1). As previously, the two other factors,
Scope and Speaker Knowledge received a treat-
ment coding with KS and NS as baselines.

We observed a trend for an interaction be-
tween Scope and FC in the KS context (β =
−.01,χ2(1) = 3.1, p = .08) but no difference
between nKS and KS for NS sentences (β =
.01,χ2(1) = .6, p = .4). We observed a highly
significant triple interaction (β = −0.25,χ2(1) =
7.6, p = .006), thus replicating the post-hoc anal-
ysis of Experiment 1.

4 General discussion

We observed that the rate of FC was significantly
reduced in the WS nKS condition compared to all
others, although it appeared to be present in all
conditions. This finding is in line with the pre-
dictions made by Aloni, 2016, since her account
predicts that NS disjunction always give rise to a
FC reading, while WS ones receive such a reading
only if the speaker is knowledgeable. Since our
KS conditions correspond to indisputable cases,
our results match Aloni’s predictions. Conversely,
our findings contradict the predictions of the prag-
matic approach in two respects. First, we observed
FC readings in contexts where the speaker is not
opinionated, which is unexpected if this is reading
is an implicature. Second, all participants favored
a FC interpretation for WS disjunctions (provided
the speaker is knowledgeable). This contradicts
judgments reported in Fox, 2007 which were gen-
erally accepted in the literature. In sum, our study
suggests that Aloni’s semantic account of FC ef-
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(a) Experiment 1: FC leads to high scores in the KS1 con-
dition and low scores in the KS2 condition. In principle,
a non-FC reading should correspond to equal ratings for
KS1, KS2 and the UI control condition. In nKS condi-
tion, FC corresponds to a low score in the target items
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(b) Experiment 2: In the KS condition FC is manifested
by high scores in the target items while in nKS condition
it can be seen as a low score in the target items, with
control conditions providing a non-FC baseline in each
case.

Figure 1: Distribution of responses for each participant in Experiments 1 and 2 (averaged across items).

fect is in a better position than Fox’s pragmatic
one when it comes to interactions between scope
and speaker knowledge.

These results have implications beyond the two
analyses we discussed, and raise problems that any
pragmatic theory must account for. While pre-
vious pragmatic theories have been able to deal
with simple wide scope disjunction by reducing
it to narrow scope via across-the-board movement
(Meyer & Sauerland, 2016), this option is sim-
ply not available when the scope is marked overtly
with ‘either’. Hence, the results suggest that prag-
matic approaches need to be updated in order
to account for genuine wide scope FC, just like
recent developments in semantic approaches al-
lowed them to deal with NS disjunction.
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